
$3,109,179 per touchdown… $653,920 per home run… 
$168,106 per swish… This is how you make...

CASH FROM
SPORTS

The same law that guarantees sports players’ million-dollar
contracts also allows fans like you to collect INSTANT CASH payouts

of $1,870… $3,655... 
even $5,090 every month FROM SPORTS.

It has nothing to do with gambling or fantasy sports… and this
INSTANT CASH 

is legally mandated…

Act today and you could collect your �rst payout as soon as October
19...

Dear Reader,

If you’ve enjoyed watching even one second of live sports this year…

…You should pay extremely close attention to what I’m about to tell you.

And if you’d like to learn how to effortlessly collect large sums of cash
from one of the biggest industries in the world, you should keep reading...



Because I’m about to tell you how you can get INSTANT CASH FROM
SPORTS.

What’s really crazy is how easy it is.

Thanks to a clause in the laws that govern professional sports contracts,
ordinary fans just like you can also receive mandated on-the-spot cash
payments…

(As frequently as you like.)

I don’t want you to miss out.

So you’re about to see me take to the streets…

To prove that collecting INSTANT CASH FROM SPORTS is as simple as
1-2-3…

1. Sign up on this special fan

website…

2. Enter the Instant Cash From

Sports, or “I.C.F.S.” code I’ll

provide you...

3. Collect your INSTANT CASH

FROM SPORTS.

The amount of cash always varies, it could be $1,870… $3,655... even
$5,090…

And remember, it will INSTANTLY appear in your account balance.



Want to know the best part?

You can do it whenever you like… anytime the financial markets are
open… over and over and over again.

And you don’t even have to leave your couch to use it!

Just log on to your computer. You can even do it right while you’re
watching the game.

Then follow a few simple instructions, and watch the cash hit your
account.

It doesn’t matter if it’s baseball, football, or even hockey season! This
INSTANT CASH FROM SPORTS is available year-round.

And, quite frankly, if you’re a diehard sports fan like me, you deserve to
collect your share.

You’ve been paying into a massive pile
of fan money for decades…

Isn’t it time you got “reimbursed” 
for your loyalty?

Speaking for myself, I’ve chipped in so much money to this “fan pool” over
the years…

That I don’t even want to know how much.

Between buying tickets, jerseys, cable sports packages, and $14 stadium
beers, 
I’ve pumped untold thousands of my hard-earned dollars into the sports
industry.



Maybe you have too.

And what have we got to show for it?

Squat.

Until now.

But you don’t have to take my word for it… I’d rather show you right now
exactly how this secret cash flow system works.

You’re about to witness 3 random
tailgating fans collect INSTANT CASH

FROM SPORTS.

They’ll be using my personal fan account and will follow the three easy
steps 
I outlined above.

Whatever amount of INSTANT CASH they generate, I’ll pay them out on
the spot.

And, as you’re about to see, it’s going to take each of them less than 3
minutes to complete this cash transaction.

No tricks… just my laptop, three deserving fans, and a live camera to
catch the action.

No matter how crazy you think I am to do this, you won’t be able to deny
what you’re about to see next...

In fact, I’m so confident it will work, I’m willing to stake my entire
professional reputation 
on it.

Will I be looking for a new job tomorrow? Let’s find out together.



You just saw how easy that was, right?

It’s so fast you can do it from anywhere you like. Anytime.

A tailgate party… a restaurant… your recliner during halftime... literally
anywhere you have an internet connection and can go to a specific
website to enter the code.

INSTANT CASH FROM SPORTS doesn’t involve buying or selling stocks
up front… receiving dividends… shorting… messing around with junk
bonds… or anything to do with Bitcoins or cryptocurrencies whatsoever.

In fact, you only need to do 3 things to use this technique whenever the
markets are open.

1. Log in to this special website…

2. Enter the “ICFS” code I’ll

provide you...



3. Collect your INSTANT CASH

FROM SPORTS.

That’s it!

So what is this exactly? INSTANT CASH 
FROM SPORTS just sounds too good to

be true

I’ll reveal exactly what the exact financial transaction behind INSTANT
CASH FROM SPORTS is, in just a few moments…

But just to be clear, it does NOT involve gambling on sports. Or fantasy
sports. 
Or making a wager on the actual sporting event, of any kind.

Sports betting can be fun, no doubt.

But as you know, it carries a significant amount of risk.

Wheras… what I’m talking about is a legally mandated income.

Governed by the same rules and regulations that govern professional
sports players’ 
multi-million-dollar contracts.

In fact, one of the techniques I use to generate INSTANT CASH FROM
SPORTS is so safe it’s allowed inside your retirement accounts.

That’s right. If you want to, you can start generating INSTANT CASH
FROM SPORTS inside your IRA!

This is important, because as the chief income analyst for Agora
Financial, my primary job 



is to help you find safe, reliable ways to earn extra income.

Now, no investment opportunity is ever without risk, and as always you
should never invest more than you’re willing to lose, but this technique is
the next closest thing.

In fact...

I have a 96.75% success rate over the
last 6 years with the very same income
technique you’re about to discover...

So when Odell Beckham blew up for 222 yards
and 2 TDs 
on October 16th, 2016…

You could have grabbed your computer and entered a special code to
collect 
$2,925 in INSTANT CASH FROM SPORTS the very next day.

Or when Max Scherzer tied an MLB record with
20 strikeouts 
on May 11th, 2016…

You missed out on $3,240 by not completing this simple sports trade the
next day 
for INSTANT CASH FROM SPORTS.

What about on June 4th, 2017 when Stephon
Curry dropped 
a triple double in the NBA Finals with 33 points,



11 assists, 
and 10 rebounds?

Yes, you could have used this incredibly simple system to enter your trade
afterward 
and collected $4,455 in INSTANT CASH FROM SPORTS.

Log onto your account online, enter your ICFS code and receive INSTANT
CASH 
FROM SPORTS.

It’s that easy.

And when I say “INSTANT”, I mean immediately...like a lightning bolt if
cash hitting 
your account.

In fact, you can rake in INSTANT CASH 
FROM SPORTS as often as you want... 
whether you’re a sports fanatic or not

That means anyone can sign up to do this…

Your wife, your kids, even your parents!

All they need is the unique code.

Like Jenna did.

She’s another tailgater I just met at the game.

Watch what happens when Jenna takes my laptop and generates
INSTANT CASH 
FROM SPORTS in under 60 seconds!



So, just like Jenna did…

By simply following the exact instructions I laid out, you can collect
INSTANT CASH FROM SPORTS simply because fans are watching the
games - even if that fan is not you.

Imagine this…

Every time LeBron James throws down a nasty dunk…

You can collect INSTANT CASH FROM
SPORTS…

Every time Tom Brady tosses a touchdown pass...

You can collect INSTANT CASH FROM SPORTS.

Heck, every time some British hooligan picks a fight at soccer match...

You can collect INSTANT CASH FROM
SPORTS..



Now, you still might be skeptical…

If so, good. You should be.

Because you know as well as I do that the professional sports leagues,
and the sports media channels, are greedy.

They don’t want to part with a single penny if they don’t have to.

That’s a fact.

But, here’s the thing...

The Professional Sports Leagues…
Coaches… Team Owners… None of

Them Can Stop You 
From Collecting INSTANT CASH While 

You Watch the Games

Because the LAWS that govern these payments are more powerful than
THEY will 
EVER be.

And the very same laws that govern their athlete’s contracts are the ones
that require you 
to be paid for using this technique.

Plus, with the size of the global sports market, there’s as much as $3.9
billion up for grabs.

Now, anyone who knows how to take advantage of this contractual
loophole AND is able 
to obtain the codes I’m talking about is eligible to take their share.

So why shouldn’t it be you?



Just look what Ron S. in Charlotte, NC had to say:

"This simple transaction is fabulous! I call it supercharging
my income. 
My best year I made $130,000."

And there’s also Henry S. in Wichita, KS:

“As the saying goes, it is never too late to start (as I am a
young 72 yrs. old) and should have started earlier, but I am
doing very well, thanks to you.I set my goal to earn $5000.00
a month in (income) and am reaching my target.”

Or James R. from Bloomington, MN:

"This safe, simple transaction has become my primary
source of income. 
I expect to make $60,000 — $80,000 this year. I made $25,000
last year while learning the ropes."

These ordinary folks are using the exact same technique I demonstrated
in the video you just watched.

And you literally SAW me test it out with two random strangers already…

Right before I handed them $800 and $900.

So what excuse could you have to NOT try this out yourself?



And I promise...

If you follow the incredibly simple
instructions… you could learn to claim
$5,090 worth of INSTANT CASH FROM

SPORTS as soon 
as October 19th.

Look, this technique has put cash in folks’ pockets every day without fail
for the past 
24 months.

And our rigorous research and backtesting has found something even
more amazing…

During weeks of extraordinary sports action and record breaking
achievements, 
regular folks just like you have been able to collect INSTANT CASH
FROM SPORTS payments of $1,870... $3,655…$5,090 and more…

Take a look at what I mean...

On March 19th, 2018...when Lebron James put
up a massive 
triple-double of 40 points, 12 rebounds, and 10
assists in a win over the Bucks…

You could have logged into this special website the next day and scooped
up a cool 
$5,080 in an INSTANT CASH FROM SPORTS trade.



Or back on September 24th, 2017, when Tom
Brady went off 
for 378 yards and 5 touchdowns in a win over
Houston…

All you had to do was fire up the laptop the next day, enter a code into
your account dashboard, and pocket a quick $2,450 in INSTANT CASH
FROM SPORTS.

How could you forget when Sony Michel (Go
Bulldogs!) rushed 
for 137 yards and 2 TDs in only 6 carries against
rival Florida?

Yep… you absolutely could have swooped into your account and collected
$4,320 in INSTANT CASH FROM SPORTS with a quick sports trade…
the very next day.

It’s THAT simple.

But discovering a foolproof method to collect INSTANT CASH FROM
SPORTS was anything but simple.

Which is why I think it’s important you understand exactly how this
incredible strategy came to be...

We’re all fans. 
And we’ve been getting a raw deal.

You invest countless hours watching games, following offseason reports,
debating with your fantasy football friends what players to sign and trades
to make…



Meanwhile -- and not by coincidence -- professional teams have seen
their values soar into the billions.

And player contracts become fatter and fatter every year.

You and I have helped funnel $1.3 trillion into our favorite sports
teams.

And it’s high time they finally “pay us back”...

The global sports industry is now conservatively estimated to be worth
about $1.3 Trillion. 

T-R-I-L-L-I-O-N

And it’s growing at a rate 1.9X faster than the GDP of our entire country.

Whose dollars do you think those are exactly???

They’re mine, of course. And yours.

But they’ve always been kept private by the billionaires that own them.

It’s an ultra-elite country club that you and I will never be members of…
but they’ll happily take our hard earned dollars and let us watch from the
other side of the fence.

And for this privilege, we’ll keep renewing our overpriced cable
subscriptions year after year so we can keep up.

While Mark Cuban gets to fly around in a private jet.

Talk about a racket.

At least we have the thrill of victory!

Wait -- what was that?



Here I am with my beautiful
wife and our seven children.
Don't worry, once I told them
that eventually INSTANT
CASH FROM SPORTS will
pay for their colelge
educations, they weren't sad
about the game anymore.

Completing these sports
trades 
is a fun family activity for us
now. They look forward to
punching in that code every
week almost as much as I
do! And it's so simple we can
do it together anytime.

I don’t know about you, but I hail from Atlanta and my home teams haven’t
won jack.

Atlanta won a World Series in 1995...that was 23 years ago. 

Georgia football had one in 1980… 38 years and counting. And don’t get
me started on the Hawks… 0 in my lifetime.

But all of that pales in comparison to what
happened to my hometown Dirty Birds on
the gridiron.

On February 5th, 2017 at approximately
8:30 pm, 
I sent my seven kids to bed with a great big
smile 
on my face.

We were winning the Super Bowl 28-3 and
my little ones had to get up for school early
the next morning. 
I tucked them in, told them we would be
champions when they woke up and that
we’d celebrate together the next night.

(In case you don’t recall, they blew the lead
in spectacular fashion and lost in overtime)

I’ve never seen a more heartbreaking look
than the one my kids gave me that next
morning when I told them what happened.

That loss was the biggest gut-punch sports
has ever given me, and it really made me wonder if it was all worth it. 



I felt sick...couldn’t eat...just devastated...and then I read something that
made my 
blood boil.

It happened in ARUBA.

Yes, the entire island authority of Aruba... felt so sympathetic toward the
Falcons for their epic collapse, they offered free flights and vacations to
their island for everyone on the team’s roster.

There I was, agonizing with my kids, watching them cry their hearts out… 
Meanwhile, in Aruba…

In that moment, it finally clicked for me. I was a sucker.

Win or lose, these players get paid millions of dollars to play a game.

Win or lose, the owners get paid billions to keep it away from us.

But I made up my mind that day to flip the tables on the whole deal, and
now…



Win or Lose, We The Fans Can Now
Collectively Rake In Billions for

Ourselves

By the way, my name is Zach Scheidt.

I’m the chief income analyst here at Agora Financial, the iconic,
independent financial research firm based in Baltimore, Maryland.

After years of working as a hedge fund manager for a private firm, I grew
tired of stuffing the already overflowing pockets of the wealthy. 

I decided to make it my mission to bring the same high-level investment
advice and passive income strategies to ordinary Americans.

And I’ve been delivering on that promise ever since.

My readers have been able to learn how to collect a steady stream of
income from both conventional and completely unorthodox sources they
would have never known 
about otherwise.

During my time at Agora, my closed positions on types of trades I’ll share
with you today have delivered a 96.75% win rate for my readers. 



Not to mention, my dividend strategies have yielded my readers the
opportunity for….

An eye-popping 2,517% return on
investment.



I’m also a husband and father of seven beautiful children.

That’s a LOT of responsibility… a lot of clothes to buy… a lot of college to
pay for… 

So when I say I’m 100% serious about profiting hugely off the sports
industry, you know 
I mean it.

I pour every ounce of energy I have into finding the very best financial
strategies for 
my subscribers…

Because that’s how I take care of my family and put food on the table too.

So right after that Super Bowl loss, with the wound still fresh, I dove into
the sports industry just as I would any other asset class…

I already knew that the barrier to entry was incredibly high.

Team owners do an incredible job
keeping their billion-dollar cash cows



walled off from regular people like you
and I…

But here’s what they never saw coming.

See, folks have been trying to figure out how to profit off sports since
football helmets were made of leather.

But every option ever invented has been a raw deal for fans.

Forget about investing directly in franchises… it’s not possible.

Well, unless you want a piece of the Green Bay Packers - a public entity
controlled 
by stockholders.

Want to know what the Wall Street Journal thinks about that idea?

Does that sound like a money-making opportunity you might be interested
in?

On the rare occasion new shares hit the market for purchase, fans line up
to throw their money away so they can hold one of these neat little
certificates:



Alex Voerman (aviper2k7), Packerstock, CC BY 2.5

That’s not even worth the paper it’s printed on, but it makes them feel
special.

Go ahead, try to deposit one of those...see what happens.

An alternative to owning Packers shares is something called
AllSportsMarket, 
where you can...

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/User:Aviper2k7
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Packerstock.png
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.5/legalcode


Sounds perfect, but a little digging reveals what I imagine to be an entire
network 
consisting of about 100 teenagers glued to their computers, trading illiquid
shares 
from their parents’ basements.

But, hey, how about investing directly in the construction companies that
build new stadiums and practice facilities?

Stadium are getting upgraded around the country, so it sounds like a no-
brainer.

And it is.

It’s such a lucrative idea, in fact, every single stadium construction
company I examined had decided to follow the sports leagues’ example
and stay private.

My guess is so they could keep the immense profits all to themselves.



At this point, a last resort would be buying shares in Adidas or Gatorade.
Those are huge “sports adjacent” companies and they’ve done well over
the years.

They’ve also been wrung out like a washcloth.

Now, if I had just stopped there and thrown in the towel, I wouldn’t be here
writing 
to you today.

But on March 15th, we witnessed a sports industry first and, unbeknownst
to almost everyone else, it changed everything.

How 1 Player’s Guaranteed Income
Contract Led Straight to My Discovery
of Legally Mandated INSTANT CASH

FROM SPORTS

On March 15th, 2018, quarterback Kirk Cousins signed a new $84 Million
contract.

Something sports reporter, Ian Rapaport described as a:

“...record-setting, paradigm-shifting, tradition-
exploding contract...”

You could say that peaked my interest a little.

See, Cousins had just signed the first fully-guaranteed contract in his
sport’s history.

And he’s no better than the 11th best quarterback in the league.

Which got me thinking…



He set himself up to be paid no matter what. Even if he gets injured next
week and never plays another game, he’s getting $84M over the next
three years.

In other words, he’s playing with house money.

And that’s when it hit me…

What if we could take the same language… the same leverage… the
same laws governing Cousin’s contract and apply it to ourselves to
generate INSTANT CASH FROM SPORTS?

So I assembled a team of quantitative analysts, financial researchers, plus
an expert 
in contract law…

Together, we spent the entire last half of hockey season gathering data
that would lead 
to this advanced income strategy I now call INSTANT CASH FROM
SPORTS.

And here’s what we found...

On February 23rd, 2018, Anthony Davis had a
freakish boxscore line of 45 points, 18 rebounds,
5 blocks and 5 steals.

And if you had entered the simple code you see on your screen into a
special website 
on the next day, you could have pocketed $1,870 in INSTANT CASH
FROM SPORTS.

On October 7th, 2017, Alex Ovechkin had a sick
4-goal night 
in a game against Montreal.



Had you simply typed this code into your account the next day, you could
have collected another $2,880 in INSTANT CASH FROM SPORTS within
seconds.

Or on December 11th, 2016, when Le’Veon Bell
beasted out for 
298 yards and 3 tds against Buffalo…

You could have ran to your computer in the morning, pecked out another
code, 
and watched your account balance grow by $4,665 in INSTANT CASH
FROM SPORTS.

It’s that simple.

Anyone can do it...whenever the markets are open...over and over again!

(By the way, there’s NEVER a break on the annual sports calendar. It’s
always one season or another. Just ask my wife!)

The flow of money into the sports market is creating an incredible profit
opportunity.

And it’s just sitting there waiting for ordinary folks like you to scoop it up.

As long as the financial markets are open…

(And you have a pulse and can get to a computer)

You can use this technique to collect INSTANT CASH FROM SPORTS.

“Alright enough teasing, 
tell me the secret, Zach….”



In a nutshell, you collect ICFS by entering into a limited-time, one-on-one
contract with another investor.

(Not an “average Joe” like you, but very likely a junior trader at a “minor
league” Wall Street bank. Trust me, these guys are stupid & careless.
They’re playing with daddy’s money, and they do not know how my
technique actually works. Just like on the field, the quality of competition
matters.)

More specifically, when you enter that code into the special website I’ve
shown you, you are choosing whether or not you believe a sports-related
entity will increase in value… decrease in value… or maintain its value.

That’s something that you, as a sports fan, have a HUGE advantage
in knowing.

Once you enter your parameters, you go “under contract.”

That trader pays you upfront. This is the price of the gamble that they are
making, which they will lose more than 90% of the time.

(I told you they were stupid & careless.)

The payment is guaranteed and hits your account instantly.

My verified track record shows that 96.75% of the time, I’ve recommended
a winning selection. And in the extremely rare case it’s not, the result is
that you’ll purchase the shares of the stock at the agreed upon price…

Which means you’ll own a stock I love at a below market price!

And remember, these INSTANT CASH FROM SPORTS contracts are
governed by the same bulletproof rules and regulations as Kirk Cousins’
guaranteed 3-year contract.

As I’ve mentioned, the techniques we’re using to generate ICFS are used
elsewhere in the financial markets.



Which means they have been proven to work time and time again.

Believe it or not...

There were over 17 MILLION similar contracts executed across the
markets today alone.

However, no one else, to my knowledge, is using it to generate INSTANT
CASH 
FROM SPORTS.

Remember, I’ve been using these same strategies on stocks for years…

With a verified success rate of 96.75%.

And today I’ll show you exactly how you can use them to collect INSTANT
CASH 
FROM SPORTS.

Once you know how to do it, following the technique couldn’t be any
simpler to complete.

1. Sign up on this special fan

website…

2. Enter the “ICFS” code I’ll

provide you...

3. Collect your INSTANT CASH

FROM SPORTS.

All of this is broken down inside a special release called “INSTANT CASH
FROM SPORTS: 3 Immediate Trades to Help You Pocket $2,000 a



Month While Watching the Game!”

This in-depth release is the feature presentation...

...Inside a comprehensive INSTANT
CASH ON DEMAND package I’ve put

together for you today.

Inside “INSTANT CASH FROM SPORTS: 3 Immediate Trades to Help
You Pocket $2,000 a Month While Watching the Game!”, you will
receive everything you need 
to understand about how these sports trades function.

How ICFS codes can generate instant, 
guaranteed income...

The air-tight rules and regulations in
place that govern each INSTANT CASH
FROM 
SPORTS contract…

How to access the special website
you’ll need 
to execute these contracts…

How to keep the INSTANT CASH FROM
SPORTS money chain going month after
month… so you can rake in this income stream
for the rest of your life…



The 3 telltale signs you’ve hit INSTANT CASH
FROM SPORTS paydirt… and how to know when
to stay away from a trade that looks too good to
be true...

I designed these strategies as a way for sports fans who have paid in
trillions of dollars over the year to get paid back in regular intervals
whenever they want.

However, in order to collect these cash payment on demand:

You don’t need to be an experienced trader or
investor... 

You don’t need to be a rabid sports fan...

You don’t need to be a contract law expert... 

You don’t need to be an accredited investor...

All you need to get started collecting
cash today 

is the computer you’re using right now
and the 

ICFS codes I’ve got waiting for you...

And if you enroll today, you could grab your first stack of INSTANT CASH
FROM SPORTS as soon as this afternoon.

Once you see how easy it can be, you’ll absolutely want to do it again...
over and over 
and over.



Just imagine collecting $1,870… $3,655… even $5,090… each and every
week.

All from the comfort of your couch!

Best of all, I’d like to send you this “INSTANT CASH FROM SPORTS: 3
Immediate 
Trades to Help You Pocket $2,000 a Month While Watching the
Game!” today...

All with your subscription to my Income on Demand newsletter.

Now keep in mind, while process itself couldn’t be easier, the strategy is
actually something that even highly competent financial advisors have
overlooked in the past.

But the folks I’ve already showed the secret to couldn’t be happier.

Like Eric T. from Arlington, VA:

"I realized $128,000 using this secret transaction."

Or Walter B. in Cleveland, OH:

“As a former financial advisor, I could not do any of these
trades for clients 
or myself.... I have been using your suggestions and… have
made 30k 
in 9 months”



Even Stewart Z. in Tallahassee, FL, who has a simple message if you’re
on the fence:

“Do it... it's a winner with very little risk.”

So little risk, in fact…

The US government deems the income
technique behind INSTANT CASH

FROM SPORTS so safe, they permit its
use in 401(k)s and IRAs!

And remember, once you punch in that ICFS code, you are legally
mandated to receive your instant cash payment.

On the spot!

You saw how quick and easy it was with the folks at the tailgating event.

Warren Buffett even uses the same technique behind INSTANT CASH
FOR SPORTS 
to rake in billions of dollars every year for Berkshire Hathaway.

That’s why Fortune magazine claims…

This Technique Allows Anyone to 
“Be Like Warren Buffett”

That same Forbes article goes on to say “you don’t need a license… just
some loose cash…” to execute this strategy.



Now publicly, Buffet doesn’t subscribe to the strategy that I’m putting forth
today. In fact, 
he claims to be opposed to it.

But no matter what he says, his actions speak for themselves.

He relied on the same INSTANT CASH strategies I use to collect $4.9
Billion in income for Berkshire Hathaway in a single year.

And Buffett is far from the only reputable source endorsing this special
technique...

One former insider calls this secret strategy...

Barron’s says this technique:

Bloomberg Businessweek calls this:



And Wired magazine calls it:

As I mentioned before, I have used this INSTANT CASH technique to pull
money out 
of a variety of sectors before.

In fact, it’s been one of the pillars of my investment strategy for quite some
time.

I started making recommendations to subscribers at Agora Financial over
a half 
decade ago...

Since then, I’ve made 277 INSTANT CASH trades... and 268 have been
winners.

I’ll repeat that again… 277 wins and just
9 losses… can your favorite coach say



that?

If that number sounds extraordinary to you, you’re not alone.

It sounded incredible to the higher-ups here at Agora too, so they actually
had it audited 
by a CPA from Alpha Performance Verification Services.

Ya know, just to make sure no one was pulling any punches.

And, sure enough, it came back 100% verified.

Not only that, but if you had followed each of my recommendations to the
letter from the very beginning…

You could have pocketed $137,609 in
cold hard INSTANT CASH by now...

I’m not cherry picking the best trades there either.

That’s with wins and losses.

With me in your corner, you can rest easy...

Rain or shine, sleet or snow, no matter where in the country I am…

You’ll receive a fresh crop of INSTANT CASH trade recommendations
from me delivered straight to your inbox.

After a little while you might even start to think of me as your money
mailman!

Except instead of junk mail and catalogues, I’ll aim to deliver a shot at
$2,000 INSTANT CASH for every pick… at a minimum.



It’ll be our little morning routine.You’ll just get up, put the coffee on, and
open up 
your inbox…

I’ll make it rain.

$2,000 in October… $2,000 in
November… $2,000 in December… and

every month after 

I’m 100% convinced this technique is the best way to make money off the
sports industry you’ve paid into for decades already…

And I have three incredible sports trade recommendations - each with its
own unique 
ICFS code - that you can execute for INSTANT CASH right away.

I’ll not only send you the ICFS codes, but also the logic behind the
recommendation... 
the exact payout amount... financial rundown… EVERYTHING.

All included in the limited-time special release “INSTANT CASH FROM
SPORTS: 
3 Immediate Trades to Help You Pocket $2,000 a Month While
Watching the Game!”

All you have to do is follow those 3 simple steps to complete the trade and
watch your account balance get bigger on the spot.

Just consider it a preview of our cash-rich journey together...

Your new “weekly connection” to the world of INSTANT CASH FROM
SPORTS.



Now, I realize we don’t know each other all that well yet, so take a look at
what some folks already using this service have to say:

Barry S. in Olympia, WA says:

“... This is a great way to make money without all the risk. I
have been in the market since 1995. This is the most
profitable trading technique I seen since I've been trading…”

And Philip D. in Buffalo, NY writes:

“I made $3542 in one day! Just bought my wife a new car,
cash, Toyota Prius. Best thing since sliced bread. I may try to
sign up my grandson.”

Or Roger S. in East Lansing, MI who simply says:

“On average I’m making $5,100 a month!”

Absolutely nothing in my work makes me happier than hearing about my
readers doing well.

When I total up all the INSTANT CASH this technique has generated
since I began touting this service...

I’ve made my subscribers $137,609 in INSTANT CASH to date.

Out of 277 picks, I have 268 winners to show for it.



That’s a 96.75% win percentage.

And the other 3.25%? Those losses are so small in comparison to our
wins, I just consider 
it a charitable donation to the poor schmucks who are almost always on
the losing end 
of the bets I make.

Is your investment portfolio providing you with huge, consistent gains like
that?

What could you do with an 
extra $137,609 in your pocket?

It’s certainly enough to take that luxury vacation you’ve always dreamed
of... or maybe you’d prefer to spread it around a bit.

Or even just sock it away for the future so it’s there when you need it.

Regardless what you choose to do with it, there’s no denying that’s a
substantial sum that could tremendously improve your retirement.

And it doesn’t stop there, because you can continue to use this strategy
over and over again, well it into your golden years.

I’m not quite sure how else to say it...this technique is about as close to
foolproof as you can get in the stock market...and it couldn’t be easier to
use.

Do you have a computer?

Is there internet service nearby?

Can you open up your account?



Congratulations, you have a 100%
chance 

of making INSTANT CASH FROM
SPORTS 

with this simple technique.

At this point you’re probably wondering how much this kind of cash-
generating 
research costs…

I don’t blame you, it’s the next natural question.

So let me just ask you, point blank… what would you pay for a 96.75%
chance of making $24,000 over the next year?

Would you pay $5,000? $10,000?

One thing I know for sure, you couldn’t stick that money in the stock
market and expect 
to end the year with $24,000 in your pocket.

But that’s what I’m offering you here. A chance to learn how to put those
legally mandated paychecks straight into your account… one after
another.

And I’m not going to charge you even half of that to show you exactly how
to do it either.

Income on Demand has a very reasonable list price of $3,000 a year.

That’s just one sixth of what you stand to make RIGHT AWAY (again, as a
minimum!) if you join me and decide to follow my trade recommendations,
however...



Because INSTANT CASH FROM SPORTS 
is a brand new way to make money, I

want you to welcome you on board with
a sizeable discount...

Today, for the next 93 subscribers ONLY, I’m going to offer an
unprecedented deal for anyone who’s determined to learn how to make a
lot of money with regularity off professional sports.

I’m going to slash the list price in half.

That means you’ll get an entire year of trade recommendations for only
$4.10 a day.

That’s right…

You’ll pay the same amount for a whole
year 

as I am promising to show you how to
make 

in one month!

Why only 93 people?

Well, like any good sports fan, I’m superstitious.

And the most exciting football player I know could return interceptions for
touchdowns like no one else I’ve seen -- 93 yards was the longest of his
career.

So to honor this former two-sport Atlanta star, I’m allowing just 93 people
into Income 
on Demand today… at a massive discount.



Believe me, I had to call a special meeting of Agora Financial executives
to make 
this possible.

And, yeah, I had to hand over my laptop and show them how they could
collect cash just like those tailgaters too!

Income on Demand has never been
offered 

for less! But you must hurry, because
this discount is only valid for the next 93

people 
who sign up today.

If it were up to me, I’d extend this deal to as many folks as possible, but
frankly, our business model doesn’t allow for it.

It’s a simple matter of supply and demand. And with such high demand,
the discounts I can offer are few and far between.

Now, I understand we’ve only just met, and even at that fantastically
reduced rate, it’s still 
a lot of money to hand over...

So I think it’s important you see right here how much money my
subscribers have 
had a chance to make over the past year simply by following my
recommendations.

May $4,629

April $2,416

March $1,575



February $1,129

January $4,352

December $7,979

November $2,182

October $809

September $4,663

August $820

July $2,448

June $761

TOTAL $33,763

Last year alone, my subscribers could
have pocketed $33,763 in INSTANT

CASH 
from my recommendations!

If that sounds appealing to you, please
confirm three things BEFORE coming

on board...

See, INSTANT CASH FROM SPORTS is a specialized way to trade and
it’s not right 
for everyone.

So I do need to make sure it’s a good fit for you and your financial goals…

If the following three criteria describe you, then I’d love to welcome you in
to Income 



on Demand.

#1) You accept that collecting INSTANT CASH FROM SPORTS is not
plain vanilla, buy-and-hold investing. 

If you could simply buy stock in your favorite teams, leagues, or even
superstars like Lebron James or Tom Brady, you wouldn’t need me.

But it’s incredibly hard to invest in the sports industry, so we have to get a
little creative 
to get you in the door.

And even though it’s an extremely simple process to complete one of
these sports trades… (so simple that your wife, parents, even your kids or
grandchildren could do it)...

I still need to be clear that we’re going one step beyond just buying and
selling stocks.

All of which I’ll walk you through in great detail in your Instant Cash on
Demand 
Welcome Package.

#2) You are okay with seeing how to receive payments as low as
$761 and as high 
as $7,979 each month as a member of Income on Demand.

Now, I like to say that I aim to average $2,000 each month with my 
income recommendations.

In fact today, I’m going to go so far as to guarantee it!

(More on that in a moment…)

But these payments aren’t consistent every month down to the penny.

Just look at the last 12 months… $1,575… $4,663… $820… $2,146…



It’s only natural… remember we’re still dealing with the financial markets
where NOTHING 
is 100% guaranteed.

However, it’s important to remember that INSTANT CASH FROM
SPORTS payments are legally mandated, which is the next best thing.

#3) You must be willing to setup a properly coded account that can
receive 
INSTANT CASH payments.

If you want to collect the payments, you must have an account that is
open and properly prepared to receive them…

And you’ll need a “cushion” of about $20,000 in the account to be able to
take advantage 
of each of my recommendations.

It’s possible that you already have the necessary account. If so, you can
get started making INSTANT CASH trades immediately.

If you don’t, it’s easy to get one set up.

In fact, I’ll show you exactly how to do that in a manual I had my staff
painstakingly put together for you. It’s called...

INSTANT CASH on Demand Package:
Part 2

“Hit the Ground Running: Open an INSTANT CASH
Account 

in 10 Minutes or Less”

Inside you’ll find a completely unbiased look at each of the factors to
consider when deciding who to work with when executing your INSTANT
CASH trade recommendations.



If you have a broker, I’ll show you how to simple call
him up and work with directly with a firm you already
trust.

However, you can also use a special website, which
we estimate can take less than 10 minutes to get on
and get yourself set up.

INSTANT CASH FROM SPORTS trades carry a very
small commission, but ONLY if you know who to use
to execute them.

In this report, I give you the lowdown on all your options.

Not just the cost, but the quality of service as well.

So even if you’ve only bought and sold stocks before, you’ll breathe a sigh
of relief when you see how easy it is to get everything set up for the
INSTANT CASH to start rolling in.

On that note, I want to send you another briefing that’s worth its weight in
gold...

INSTANT CASH on Demand Package:
Part 3

“INSTANT CASH ON STEROIDS: How to Juice Your
Income Each Season for Maximum Gains”

You already know that our INSTANT CASH techniques can generate
profits in a bull market, bear market, odd year, even year… it simply
doesn’t matter.

What’s even more exciting is this little secret I’m about to let you 
in on...



There are several select trading windows during the
year when 
you have a chance to supercharge your gains.

Often, you could even double your take!

In sports, athletes are constantly trying to find any
way possible 
to gain an edge on their competition…

Some even resort to illegal performance enhancing
drugs, known as “juicing”.

Now, while that may be illegal, “juicing” our INSTANT CASH investments
in the way I outline inside this briefing is perfectly legal in every way.

And when these trading windows come around, you’d be foolish not to
take advantage 
of them.

The wolves of Wall Street are always on the lookout for an extra
edge...and you should 
be as well.

I can’t tell you all of the nitty gritty details right here, but inside the report
you’ll find 
a detailed introduction to these “juiced up” trading windows and discover
how you could utilize them to maximize your gains.

I’ll explain what causes them, how long they last and how much more
money you can expect to make during them.

Now, these windows for juicing extreme gains may not happen every day,
but the ability 
to pull INSTANT CASH from the markets is a regular occurrence.



In other words, with a little guidance, it can actually be a pillar of your
retirement strategy.

Because who wants to work forever? No matter how ambitious you may
be, eventually 
you’ll want to relax in style... or at least dictate your own terms.

That’s why I’ve built in another guide I’m including here today...

INSTANT CASH on Demand Package:
Part 4

“INSTANT CASH for Perpetual Income: The Ultimate
Guide 

to Limitless Paydays for Life”

This guide is an in-depth introduction to what I call
“The Perpetual Income System”.

It’s no different from what I’ve been telling you about
for the last few pages, but it takes the INSTANT
CASH techniques 
a step further.

Allowing you to learn how to thoroughly create a
steady stream 
of income to help you live the good life for as long as
you want.

And the foundation of it all is what I believe to be some of the safest
trading you can do.

Because with INSTANT CASH trades for Perpetual Income, you’re always
fully in control of the risks.



And in this guide, I’ll show you how to do that by making sure every move
you make 
is “cash-secured”.

Once you turn your newfound love for INSTANT CASH into a stream of
Perpetual Income, you’ll never have to worry about the stock market going
down again.

It’s 100% true and it’s all inside this report.

Once you read it, you’ll be all set to effortlessly collect INSTANT CASH in
exchange for very little work for the rest of your life.

Now, INSTANT CASH FROM SPORTS is just one of a variety of income
strategies I want 
to share with you over the coming year.

So, here’s how I’m going to make sure every opportunity I uncover goes
straight 
to your inbox...

INSTANT CASH on Demand Package:
Part 5

A full, 12-month subscription to Income on Demand

With Income on Demand, you’re going to hear from me - on average -
twice a week.

I know that’s a lot, but this is premium, hands-on service and the
opportunities can come fast and furious.

Do you have to trade each alert I send?

Absolutely not!

You don’t have to trade a single one if you don’t want to!



But I think you’ll find it interesting to at least see what’s currently
happening “on the inside”.

Take a look...

Here is just a sample of the actual alerts my subscribers have received
over the last 
month alone!

That’s $4,853 of INSTANT CASH in just SIX trade alerts!

You’ll see for yourself, my Income on Demand service goes way above
and beyond just INSTANT CASH FROM SPORTS.

Why?

Because I want to bring all of my research and every opportunity out
there straight 
to you - no holds barred.



That’s why you’ll get consistent communication from me… all of my most
current market commentary and analysis… constant monitoring of open
positions... an easy to read portfolio tracker... and the guaranteed
opportunity to collect a minimum of $24,000 in the next year.

Remember, for you and just 93 other folks today, there’s a 50% discount
waiting once you decide you’re in.

That’s just a one-time payment of the same amount I am guaranteeing
you make 
every month.

But if any part of you still has a shred of doubt, you owe it to yourself to
watch the 3rd 
and final video.

(Or, if you’re already convinced, click the link below and beat the other 93
new member 
to the punch today.)

YES! I WANT MY FIRST 3 TRADE
RECOMMENDATIONS AND A GUARANTEED
SHOT AT SEEING HOW TO MAKE $2,000 A
MONTH IN INSTANT CASH FROM SPORTS!

(You Can Review Your Order Before it's Final)

There’s a reason we saved this video until last (because our camera man
gave away a little secret in it that I didn’t notice until after we edited)

Oh, and admittedly, involves me nearly getting arrested …

But as you’ll see, the magic of INSTANT CASH FROM SPORTS gets a
person out of a tight jam virtually every time...



Alright, here’s the fine print on that $24,000 guarantee…

Once you join, I’ll be sending this to you as a formal certificate, signed by
me, so that I am contractually bonded by this.

INSTANT CASH on Demand Package:
Part 6

My Ironclad $24,000 (and not a penny
less) 

Pledge to You

A Contract Executed Between you (THE READER) and me 
(ZACH SCHEIDT)

1. As a new subscriber to Income on Demand, you
will see how to make $24,000 - or $2,000 on

average each month - for the next 12 months.



2. If I fall short of this goal, I will pay you the balance of
whatever income you are rightly owed according to this
contract.

3. You are free to spend that money in-kind towards any
Agora Financial research product of your choosing.

4. To claim your money, simply call on the first day of the
13th month of your subscription and our highly-trained
staff will set up your in-kind in a prompt, professional
manner.

No questions asked and no strings attached.

I feel completely comfortable taking on this level of risk, because I’ve
given my subscribers the opportunity to make $137,609 in INSTANT
CASH over the last 5 ½ years.

And I don’t plan on slowing down now!

Look, the suits at Agora Financial would have loved for me to stop with
the offer right there.

But if you took the time out of your busy day to come along on this
INSTANT CASH joyride, than I can make a pretty educated guess about
you…

You love sports.

That’s why I insisted you get a fair shot at this last bonus once you join me
inside Income on Demand today.

So let’s take a look one more time at everything you’re getting today when
you join Income on Demand...



PART 1:“INSTANT CASH FROM SPORTS: 3
Immediate Trades to Help You Pocket $2,000 a
Month While Watching the Game!”

PART 2: “Hit the Ground Running: Open an
INSTANT CASH Account in 10 Minutes or
Less”

PART 3: “INSTANT CASH ON STEROIDS: How
to Juice Your Income Each Season for
Maximum Gains”

PART 4:“INSTANT CASH for Perpetual
Income: The Ultimate Guide to Limitless
Paydays for Life”

PART 5: A full, 12-month subscription to
Income on Demand

PART 6: My Ironclad $24,000 (and not a penny
less) Pledge 
to You

GAME ON, ZACH! I WANT MY FIRST 3 TRADE
RECOMMENDATIONS AND A GUARANTEED
SHOT AT SEEING HOW TO MAKE $2,000 A
MONTH IN INSTANT CASH FROM SPORTS!

(You Can Review Your Order Before it's Final)



I took three perfect strangers (one who
tried 

to eject me from the game) and made
them a total 

of $2,400 in less than two minutes.

And today I want to do the same thing for you.

With a 100% chance of generating instant income and a winning track
record, you truly cannot lose.

Which brings me to my final point…

Kirk Cousins just received the first fully guaranteed contract in his sports
history…

Was it because he was the best player in the league?

Not by a long stretch.

It was because he hired the best agent in the league and listened to him
every step 
of the way.

No matter what happens, he just put a guaranteed $84 Million in his
pocket.

At the same time, there’s another former All-Star player who chose to be a
free agent 
and didn’t fare well.

On paper, he signed a $39 million contract.

That doesn’t sound so bad, but he missed some critical details…

Turns out that less than 10% of that contract is fully guaranteed.



Which means he could be cut at any time and miss out on all that cash.

Simply because he didn’t have someone in his corner who knew how to
get him 
guaranteed money.

Now, what’s it gonna be?  
Are you a “Cousins”, or a “Sherman”?

That coach in the Cousins example is me, Zach Scheidt.

And I’ve shown you the game plan...

I’ve shown you it works by demonstrating on three completely random
strangers...

I’ve shown you how low the price is for you today...

And I’ve shown you exactly how my $24,000 guarantee works...

GAME ON, ZACH! I WANT MY FIRST 3 TRADE
RECOMMENDATIONS AND A GUARANTEED
SHOT AT SEEING HOW TO MAKE $2,000 A
MONTH IN INSTANT CASH FROM SPORTS!

(You Can Review Your Order Before it's Final)

If I haven’t convinced you by now, that’s okay.

Go ahead and close your browser… because this clearly isn’t a good fit
for you.

Believe me, you won’t hurt my feelings.

I know these slots will get filled quickly by people who are fired up to make
some INSTANT CASH FROM SPORTS…



But if you are someone who knows an unbeatable opportunity when you
see it, then this 
is the beginning of a incredible ride…

And all you have to do is click below to get started.

GAME ON, ZACH! I WANT MY FIRST 3 TRADE
RECOMMENDATIONS AND A GUARANTEED
SHOT AT SEEING HOW TO MAKE $2,000 A
MONTH IN INSTANT CASH FROM SPORTS!

(You Can Review Your Order Before it's Final)

Don’t worry, you’ll have a chance to review your offer on the next page
before anything 
is finalized.

See in the exciting world of INSTANT CASH FROM SPORTS!

Sincerely,

Zach Scheidt 
Founder, Income on Demand 
September 2018

P.S. -- If you’ve ever wanted to learn how to make $1,870… $3,655…
even $5,090 extra per month the easy & fun way, this is what it sounds
like when opportunity knocks.

And if you’ve ever wanted to TAKE BACK some of the hard earned cash
you’ve been pumping into the sports industry for decades, this is your
chance too. I’ll show you how 
to use a simple code to make INSTANT CASH FROM SPORTS.



Once you’ve learned the secret, it couldn’t be simpler to complete... it’s so
easy your wife, parents, or even your children could do it! All you need is
a computer, an internet connection, a brokerage account, and less than 3
minutes to complete a profit-making sports trade.

Plus you can use this strategy over and over and over again. Month, after
month, after month. You WILL make cash 100% of the time you apply this
simple technique… it’s the law.

GAME ON, ZACH! I WANT MY FIRST 3 TRADE
RECOMMENDATIONS AND A GUARANTEED
SHOT AT SEEING HOW TO MAKE $2,000 A
MONTH IN INSTANT CASH FROM SPORTS!

(You Can Review Your Order Before it's Final)

P.P.S. -- Your time is running out to beat the buzzer here! Because we
only have room for 100 lucky subscribers today.

GAME ON, ZACH! I WANT MY FIRST 3 TRADE
RECOMMENDATIONS AND A GUARANTEED
SHOT AT SEEING HOW TO MAKE $2,000 A
MONTH IN INSTANT CASH FROM SPORTS!

(You Can Review Your Order Before it's Final)

FAQ:
Is learning how to make INSTANT CASH FROM SPORTS really as
fast and easy 
as this presentation makes it seem?



Absolutely. Because a hidden clause in the laws governing professional
sports contracts mandates ordinary fans just like you to receive on-the-
spot cash payments. All you need 
to do is enroll on a special website, enter the I.C.F.S. code I provide you,
and collect your cash on the spot...

GAME ON, ZACH! I WANT MY FIRST 3 TRADE
RECOMMENDATIONS AND A GUARANTEED
SHOT AT SEEING HOW TO MAKE $2,000 A
MONTH IN INSTANT CASH FROM SPORTS!

(You Can Review Your Order Before it's Final)

What’s the actual investment vehicle behind INSTANT CASH FROM
SPORTS?

In a nutshell, you collect INSTANT CASH FROM SPORTS by entering
into a limited-time, one-on-one contract with another investor. That trader
pays you upfront. This is the price of the gamble that they are making,
which they will lose more than 90% of the time. The payment is
guaranteed and hits your account instantly. Believe it or not, there were
over 
17 MILLION similar contracts executed across the markets today alone.
There is no shortage of investors to create contracts with and you can do
so anytime the financial markets are open by using a “ICFS code”.

GAME ON, ZACH! I WANT MY FIRST 3 TRADE
RECOMMENDATIONS AND A GUARANTEED
SHOT AT SEEING HOW TO MAKE $2,000 A
MONTH IN INSTANT CASH FROM SPORTS!

(You Can Review Your Order Before it's Final)

Do I need to be an experienced trade or spend a lot of time
monitoring 



my investments?

Definitely not! This strategy is so simple that your wife, parents, even
children or grandchildren can complete it. Remember, the second video
showed a wonderful lady named Jenna who considered herself to be a
total rookie at investing. She walked away 
with $907 in INSTANT CASH FROM SPORTS right on the spot. And you
saw how fast it is. 
We’re not buying options… we’re not trading futures… and we’re not
shorting anything… 
so you don’t need to stay glued to your computer screen either in order to
take advantage 
of the technique behind INSTANT CASH FROM SPORTS.

GAME ON, ZACH! I WANT MY FIRST 3 TRADE
RECOMMENDATIONS AND A GUARANTEED
SHOT AT SEEING HOW TO MAKE $2,000 A
MONTH IN INSTANT CASH FROM SPORTS!

(You Can Review Your Order Before it's Final)

Were the people in those videos really strangers?And did you really
give 
them $2,4000?

Until the moment that camera started rolling, I had never met Brian, Jenna
or the security guard. They were complete strangers I met while tailgating.
And the cash they walked away with was also 100% real. After all, they
got online, entered a few pieces of information and earned it themselves.
All I did was show them what to type and where to click. Exactly like 
I want to do for you!

GAME ON, ZACH! I WANT MY FIRST 3 TRADE
RECOMMENDATIONS AND A GUARANTEED



SHOT AT SEEING HOW TO MAKE $2,000 A
MONTH IN INSTANT CASH FROM SPORTS!

(You Can Review Your Order Before it's Final)

Wait...isn’t this just some form of gambling or fantasy sports?

Absolutely not! This is financial technique and not dependent on the
outcome of a game or performance of a player in any way whatsoever. It
is a tactic that occurs within the confines of the financial markets and can
be performed any time the markets are open.

In fact, one of our INSTANT CASH techniques carries such little risk, the
US government deems it safe enough to be used in 401(k)s and IRAs!

Plus, conservative investor Warren Buffett relied on the same INSTANT
CASH strategies I use to collect $4.9 Billion in income for Berkshire
Hathaway in a single year.

GAME ON, ZACH! I WANT MY FIRST 3 TRADE
RECOMMENDATIONS AND A GUARANTEED
SHOT AT SEEING HOW TO MAKE $2,000 A
MONTH IN INSTANT CASH FROM SPORTS!

(You Can Review Your Order Before it's Final)

Why focus on just sports...Can’t this be used in other markets too?

As I’ve mentioned, the techniques we’re using to generate ICFS are used
elsewhere in the financial markets. Which means they have been proven
to work time and time again. Believe it or not, there were over 17 MILLION
similar contracts executed across the markets today alone. I’ve been
using these same strategies on stocks for years, with a verified success
rate of 96.75%. As part of your Income On Demand subscription, I’ll open
the picks up to include companies beyond the sports world to give you
every opportunity to collect INSTANT CASH.



GAME ON, ZACH! I WANT MY FIRST 3 TRADE
RECOMMENDATIONS AND A GUARANTEED
SHOT AT SEEING HOW TO MAKE $2,000 A
MONTH IN INSTANT CASH FROM SPORTS!

(You Can Review Your Order Before it's Final)

How do I know if this might be a good fit for me?

When it comes to any type of investing strategy, that is a great question to
ask. That’s why 
I have three criteria I believe any INSTANT CASH investor should meet.

#1) You accept that collecting INSTANT CASH FROM SPORTS is not
plain vanilla, buy-and-hold investing.

If you could simply buy stock in your favorite teams, leagues, or even
superstars like 
Lebron James or Tom Brady, you wouldn’t need me.

But it’s incredibly hard to invest in the sports industry, so we have to get a
little creative 
to get you in the door.

And even though it’s an extremely simple process to complete one of
these sports trades… (so simple that your wife, parents, even your kids or
grandchildren could do it)...

I still need to be clear that we’re going one step beyond just buying and
selling stocks.

All of which I’ll walk you through in great detail in your Instant Cash on
Demand 
Welcome Package.



#2) You are okay with learning how to receive payments as low as
$761 and as high as $7,979 each month as a member of Income on
Demand.

Now, I like to say that I aim to average $2,000 each month with 
my income recommendations.

In fact today, I’m going to go so far as to guarantee it!

But these payments aren’t consistent every month down to the penny.

Just look at the last 12 months… $1,575… $4,663… $820… $2,146…

It’s only natural… remember we’re still dealing with the financial markets
where NOTHING 
is 100% guaranteed.

However, it’s important to remember that INSTANT CASH FROM
SPORTS payments 
are legally mandated, which is the next best thing.

#3) You must be willing to setup a properly coded account that can
receive 
INSTANT CASH payments and have at least $20,000 in starting
capital.

If you want to collect the payments, you must have an account that is
open and properly prepared to receive them.

It’s possible that you already do. If so, you can get started making
INSTANT CASH 
trades immediately.

If you don’t, it’s easy to get one set up.

GAME ON, ZACH! I WANT MY FIRST 3 TRADE
RECOMMENDATIONS AND A GUARANTEED



SHOT AT SEEING HOW TO MAKE $2,000 A
MONTH IN INSTANT CASH FROM SPORTS!

(You Can Review Your Order Before it's Final)

If this secret technique is so amazing, why don’t you keep it to
yourself?

As an employee of Agora Financial, I am contractually obligated to share
my best investment ideas with our readers. I am also not allowed to
participate in the recommendations that I make. However, this particular
technique offers so many opportunities in the market that I can pass along
the best picks to you and still have 
plenty to choose from to complete myself. Which I do!

GAME ON, ZACH! I WANT MY FIRST 3 TRADE
RECOMMENDATIONS AND A GUARANTEED
SHOT AT SEEING HOW TO MAKE $2,000 A
MONTH IN INSTANT CASH FROM SPORTS!

(You Can Review Your Order Before it's Final)
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